
CUSTOMS CONVENTION ON THE INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT OF GOODS UNDER COVER OF TIR CARNETS (TIR CONVENTION) GENEVA, 14 NOVEMBER 1975

ENTRY INTO FORCE OF AMENDMENTS TO ARTICLE 26, PARAGRAPH 1 OF THE CONVENTION

The Secretary-General of the United Nations, acting in his capacity as depositary, communicates the following:

By 19 June 2004, none of the Contracting Parties to the above-mentioned Convention had communicated an objection to the Secretary-General. Consequently, in accordance with the provisions of article 59 (3) of the Convention, the amendments to Article 26, paragraph 1 of the Convention will enter into force on 19 September 2004 for all Contracting Parties.

21 June 2004

1 Refer to depositary notification C.N.623.2003.TREATIES-1 of 19 June 2 (Proposal of amendments to Article 26, paragraph 1 of the Convention)